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Geometrische Analysis auf singulären Räumen

23. bis 29. Juni 1996

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Herren J.-M. Bismut (Paris), J. Brüning (Berlin)
und R. Melrose (Cambridge) statt.

Die Veranstaltung schloß sich thematisch an die vorangegangenen Tagungen zum
Themenkreis uGeometrische Analysis auf singulären und nichtkompakten Mannigfal
tigkeiten" aus den Jahren 1987, 1991 und 1994 an.

Schwerpunkte der Vorträge und Diskussionen lagen bei Indextheo~e und Spekt!al
theorie sowie verschiedenen (spektralen) Invarianten von Mannigfaltigkeiten.

Bei den Invarianten ist die analytische Torsion und ihr Zusammenhang mit der
kombinatorischen Torsion von zentralem Interesse. Dabei wurden auch wichtige Ver
allgemeinerungen im Hinblick auf nichtkompakte Überlagerungen kompakter Mannig
faltigkeiten besprochen (Dai, Kappeier, Lück). Ein weiterer Beitrag befaßte sich mit
einem Indexsatz rür solche Überlagerungen (Leichtnam). Die 'I-Invariante, eine weitere
wichtige spektrale Invariante, wurde in einem informellen Vortrag (Lesch) behandelt.

Ein weiterer zentraler Themenkreis der Tagung waren symplektische und Kählersche
Mannigfaltigkeiten. Hier wurden Beweise der Guillemin-Sternberg-Vermutung (Mein
renken, Vergne, Zhang), Beiträge zum Calabi-Problem (Tian) sowie kanonische Metri
ken auf Kählermannigkeiten (Leung) besprochen.

Sehr präzise Resultate lassen sich rür spezielle Klassen von Mannigfaltigkeiten erzie
len, wobei lliemannsche Flächen oder allgemeiner symmetrische Räume immer wieder
im Zentrum des Interesses stehen (Bunke, Jeffrey, Lott, Müller, Zworski).

Weitere Beiträge behandelten nichtlineare Probleme (Mazzeo, Müller), Methoden
der nichtkommutativen Differentialgeometrie (Wu, Melrose (informell), Kordyukov (in
formell) ), Determinantenbündel (Piazza), ~ovikov-Ungleichungen (Braverman) sowie
Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Krümmungsschr,nken (Colding).

Die Teilnehmer waren sich darin einig, daß dies eine sehr fruchbare Tagung auf
mathematisch anspruchsvollem Niveau war. Es bestand einhelliges Interesse an einer
Fortsetzungstagung in etwa zwei Jahren.
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Scattering far Riemann surfaces
M. ZWORSKI (joint work with L. GUILLOPE)
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Let X be a lliemannian surfaee of finite geometrie type and with hyperbolic ends.The resolvent, (D - s(1 - S))-l, Res> 1, of the Laplacian, D, on X extends to a
meromorphic family of operators on C and its poles are called resonances. H N (r) is
the number of resonances in a disc of radius r, then we prove the optimal polynomialbounds:

r 2/C $ N(r) $ Cr2
, r > O. ,

We define the relative scattering matrix of the surface with respect to the infinite volume e
ends and we show that the corresponding scattering phase, O'x(s), enjoys Weyl type
asymptotics, whieh in the constant curvature infinite volume cue take the form

1
Res = 2'

where N ia the Fenchel-Nilsen region. The results are a consequenee of a traee formula. involving the relative scattering matrix and a Poisson formula for resonances.

Singular reduction and quantization
ECKHARD MEINRENKEN

Let (M,w) be a compact symplectic manifold, and G a compact eonnected Lie groupaeting on M with moment map ~ : M ---+ g.. The symplectie quotient is defined asMI/G = ~-l(O)/G. Ir 0 is a regular value of ~ this is a symplectic orbifold, otherwise
it is in general a singular space. Now suppose L -7 M is a G-equivariant Hermitianline bundle with G-connection V which is CCprequantum", i.e.

i
21T curv(V) = w.

Define LjJG = (Ll~-l(O)) /0 -+ MI/G. The equivariant index of the Spinc-Dirac
operator on L is called the Riemann-Roch-number; indG (') =: RR(M, L) E Rep(G). Iproved that if 0 is a regular value of cl, the G-invariant part RR(M, L)G E Z is equal to
RR(Mj /G, LI jG). This "Quantization commutes with reduction" theorem was conjectured by GUILLEMIN-STERNBERG in 1982; various special cases had been obtained
by many different authors and methods. Using partial desingularization, SJAMAAR and
I extended this result to the singular case. In joint work with WOODWARD, I applied
the result to moduli spaces of Hat connections on Riemannn surfaces; in particular weuse it to derive Verlinde's fusion rules.
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Canonical metries on Kähler manifolds and vector bundles

NAICHUNG CONAN LEUNG
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We study Kähler metries on ma.n.ifolds and Hermitian metries on holomorphic vector

bundles from two different viewpoints:

1. minimization of the energy functional,

2. geometrie invariant theory.

Relations with Futaki-Bando invarinats will be discussed. We also introduce a new

obstruction for stability of vector bundles.

Determinant bundles and surgery

P. PIAZZA

Let M -+ B be a libration with even -dimensional compact fibre. Let 9M/B be a metric

on the vertical tangent bundle and let E ~ M be a hermitian vertical Clifford module

endowed with a unitary Clifford connection.

These' data determine a family ,,= ('~)~EB of generalized Dirac operators. Associa

ted to (~%) there is a determinant bundle, .c, with its Quillen metric, 11 . IIQ, and metric

compatible Bismut-Freed connection, VL .

Suppose now that the libration M is the union along a fibering hypersurface H of

two fibrations with boundary Mo, Mi' Thus each fibre MzJ z E B, is the union along H~

of two manifolds with boundary: M% = M: UR. M;. In this talk I have des~~ibed the

behaviour of the Quillen metric and of the Bismut-Freed connection on M -t;B (and in

particular its curvature and holonomy) under the operation of surgery. By surgery we

mean the stretching of the collar neighborhood of H in M to infinity. If H = {z = O},

this intuitive idea can be described as folIows: introduce the metric g(f) = ~~j +9M/B

and let E '\, o. We denote by <J(f) = (~(E)&)SEB the Dirac family associated to the

metric g(E). The analysis of the surgery problem involves 3 funda.mental taols:

1. The nation of spectral section P associated to the family of self-adjoint operators

DB = (DH.)%EB: this notion (due to MELROSE and myself) is needed in order

to define 2 smooth families of boundary value problems of gemalized APS type,

Ifto ,~p, on the 2 fibrations with boundary.

2. The b-calculus: this is a calculus of pseudodifferential operators needed in or

der to define and investigate the hermitian geometry of the determinant bundles

associated to lft°, ~p,

3. The surgery calculus of MAZZEO and MELROSE which allows tor a uniform study

of the resolvent (,(E) 2 - A) -1 and the heat-kernel exp( - t~(E)2) as f ~ O.

Dur main result can be stated as follows:
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(i) For € small enough there is an explicit natural isomorphism det(,(€)) == L~ --+
det(D:O) ® det(D~p).

(ii) The curvature of the Bismut-Freed connection Ve.- converges to the sum of the
curvatures (VMOtP)2 + (VMltl - P )2.

(iii) The holonomy converges to the product of the ·holonomies.

On a problem of Calabi

GANG TIAN

Many years ago, E. CALABI asked when a eompaet Kähler manifold has a Kähler
Einstein metric. A necessary condition is that the first ehern elass Cl (M) has to be
definite. In 1976, AUBIN & YAU proved that if cl(M) < 0 there is always a Kähler
Einstein metric on M, and YAU proved the same thing for Cl (M) =0 as a corollary of
ws solution of the Calabi conjecture. What remained was the case that Cl (M) > O. In
1990, 1 proved that a complex surface M with cl(M) > 0 has a KähIer-Einstein ~etric
iff its Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields is reductive. In this talk, I discussed
recent progress in case of higher dimension. I introduced the notion of K-stability in
terms of special degenerations of M and Futaki invariants on the central fiber. I proved
that if M has a Kähler-Einstein metric, then M is K-stable. An example of a 3-fold
which is not K-stable is constructed. This provides a counterexample to the folklore
conjecture that if Cl (M) > 0 and M has na holomorphic vector fields, then M has a
Kähler-Einstein metric.

Geometrically infinite hyperbolic 3-manifolds
JOHN LOTT

Let M be a topologically tarne hyperbolic 3-manifold with nonabelian fundamental~
group and infinite volume. Let 6.p be the Laplacian acting on square-integrable p-W
forms on M. We discuss. the following questions :

1. What is ker (6. 1)1.

2. Is zero in the spectrum of ÖI·acting on Al(M)/ker (d)?

We concentrate on the case when M is geometrically infinite. ·By work of THUR

STON, BONAHON and CANARY t we know that M has CCtubular" ends. H the injectivity
radius of M is zero, we show that 0 E spec (6. 1 acting on Al(M}/ker (d)). H M has
positive injectivity radius, we use work of MINSKY to give a biLipschitz model of M.
Using this biLipschitz model, we compute the reduced and unreduced L2-cohomology
groups of the ends of M. This allows us to answer question 2 above in tenns of the sur
jectivity of differentiation on a certain weighted L 2-space. Finally, we compute ker (6 1)

in the case when 0 rt. spec (6.1 acting on Al(M)/Ke1"(d»).
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Analytic and Reidemeister torsion for representations in finite
type Hilbert modules

THOMAS KAPPELER

For a elosed Riemannian manifold (Mtg) we extend the definition of analytie and
Reidemeister torsion associated to a unitary representation of 1Tl(M) to a A-Hilbert
module W of finite type where A is 8 finit? von Neumann algebra. H (Mt W) is of
determinant elass, we prove, generalizing the CHEEGER-MÜLLER theorem t that the
analytic and Reidemeister torsion are equal. The main fea.ture of the proof is to use
the Witten deformation of the deRham eomplex and study the eorresponding deformed
analytic torsion.

<:,f.

A higher Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem on GäIois
covering

ERIC LEICHTNAM üoint with PAOLO PIAZZA)

Let r -+ M -t M be a Galois eovering with boundary and let iJ be a generalized Dirae
operator. Under the following two assumptions

1. the group r is virtually nilpotent,

2. the L2-spectrum of the boundary operator Do has a gap at zero,

we prove a higher Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index formula, thus settling a eonjeeture of
LOTT and extending work of LUSZTIG, CONNES-MoscOVICl t and LOTT.

An analytic proof of the Guillemin-Sternberg conjecture
WEIPING ZHANG

We explain an analytic approach to the GUILLEMIN-STERNBERG geometrie quantizati
on eonjecture, whieh was proved reeently by MEINRENKEN and VERGNE in the abelian
ease and by MEIN RENKEN in the general case. Besides providing a new proof of the full
non-abelian case, our method also leads immediately to certain new results including
refined Morse type inequalities in the holomorphic situation. (The above is a joint work
with YOULIANG TIAN.)
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Group cohomology and the singularities of the Selberg zeta
function

ULRICH BUNKE (joint with M. OLBRICH)"
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Let Z (s) be the Selberg zeta function associated to a geometrieally finite hyperboliemanifold Mn without cusps. We give a description of the singularities (PATTERSON'S
conjecture) of Z(a) in terms of H·(r, O.\C-W(A)). Here r = 1f'IM and O.\O-w(A) is
the representation of r on the spaee of germs of holomorphie families of hyperftinction

[
-1..-] .\-(n-l}/2sections of the family (An- 1T· 5"-1 )n-I of bundles with support in the limit

set A of r. The idea of the proof is to eompute the cohomology groups and to eompare
the results with that of PATTERSON/PERRY on Z(s). Ta compute H·(r,O.\C-c.r(A»
we eonsider a partieularly niee acyclic resolution. The result is expressed in terms of
spectral/scattering data associated to the Laplaeian of M.

Analysis and geometry of spaces with a lower Ricci curvature
bound

TOBlAS H. COLDING

In this survey talk I described some new ideas and techniques introduced to study
spaees with a given lower Ried curvature bound. Further) we will explain same of their
consequences.

In studying spaces with a given lower sectional curvature bound we have a very
powerful taol in the Toponogov triangle eomparison theorem. This allows us to studymetric and topologieal properties of such spaces.

In the ease where we only assume a lower Rieci curvature bound Da such estimate is
available. Classically, the only general estimates that are known of tbis type for llicei
curvature are the Bishop-Gromov volume comparison theorem and the Abresch-Gromoll
inequality.

'.In order to study manifolds with a given lower Ricci curvature bound there are at •least two obstacles to overcome. First, many results from the seetional eurvature case
do not remain true for Rieci curvature. Second, due to the lack of a good estimate on
the distance function we da not have good control on the loeal geometry in this case.

I diseussed in this survey that in some sense the second obstacle is the most serious.Namely, I discussed a new estimate of the distance function and later saw that this
type of estimate has a large number of consequences.

My main foeus in the talk was the Geometry and Topology of manifolds with a
lower Ricei curvature bound.

I also mentioned regularity properties of general metric spaees that are (Gromov
Hausdorff) limits of n-dimensional manifolds with a given lower Rieci curvature bound.
This is in part motivated by Gromov's compactness theorem.

The results that I deseribed represented some of my own work, joint work with Jeff
Cheeger an~ joint work with Jeff Cheeger and Gang Tian.
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Analytic and Reidemeister torsion far spaces with conical

singularities

XIANZHE DAI
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We describe same joint work in progress with RAPE MAZZEO. For compact smooth

manifolds with boundary, it is a well-known theorem of CHEEGER and MÜLLER (also

known as the Ray-Singer conjecture) that the analytic torsion and the Reidemeister

torsion are th~ same. For manifolds with isolated conical singularity, the analytic

torsion and the Reidemeister torsion can be similarly defined; the analytic torsion using

CHEEGER's theory cf manifolds with conica! singularity and the Reidemeister torsion

using the intersection homology of Goresky-MacPherson. It is a natural question aB to

whether the analogue cf CHEEGER-MÜLLER's theorem still holds in this category of

singular spaces.
We approach this question from the view point of conie degeneration. By this we

mean a family of Riemannian metries on a closed manifold M which gradually pinches

an embedded hypersurface to a point. Our starting point' is that any manifold with

isolated conieal singularity can be n embedded" into aconie degeneration. Therefore we

can start with CHEEGER-MÜLLER's theorem on the smooth manifold and pass to the

eanie limit.
This reduces the problem to the study of the behavior of the torsions under conie

degeneration. We examine the uniform behavior of the heat kernel under the eonie

degeneration and prove the eonvergence of the analytie torsion under eertain aeyclicity

conditions.

Noncommutative spectral ßow and the APS .index thel?rem

FANGBING Wu

The notion of noneommutative spectral How is studied in the K-theoretic setting, ge

neralizing the elassical cases. A Eormula for computing the noneommutative spectral

:ßow in terms of loops of unitaries is then presented, leading to the eonstruction of the

cyelie Ohern eharacter of the spectral ßow.

Equivariant Novikov inequalities

MAXIM BRAVERMAN Uoint work with M. FARBER)

We establish an equivariant generalization of the Novikov inequalities which allows

to estima~e the topology of the set of critical points of a closed basic invariant form

by means of twisted equivariant cohomology of the manifold. The proof is based on

Novikov type inequalities for differential farms with non-isolated zeros obtained in our

previous work. We apply the equivariant Novikov inequalities to obtain a Novikov type

inequality far a manifold with boundary. As another application we obtain abound on

the cohomology of the fixed point set of a sympleetic torus action.
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Hilbert modules and modules over finite von Neumann
algebras, with applications to L2-invariants

WOLFGANG LÜCK
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Given a Riemannian manifold M with isometrie f-aetion such that M -+ Mlf is a
covering over a closed manifold, Atiyah defined the p-th L2-Betti number

where :F is a fundamental domain and e-tA, the heat kerne!. Let N(r) be the von
Neumann algebra of the group. We define far any module M over the ring N(f) a
dimension dim(M) E R with the following properties:

i) H M is finitely generated projective, there ia an associated Hilbert N(r)-module
V and dim M is the von Neumann dimension of V.

ü) 0 ~ MI -+ M 2 -+ M3 -+ 0 exaet ==> dim M 2 = dim MI + dim M3 •

iii) M ;= UiEI Mi for a directed system of submodules {Mi li E I} ==> dim M
sup{dim Mi li EI}.

Given a topological space X with r -action, we define

This agrees with t~e old definition far X = M as above. We use the properties
of this dimension and the generality of this definition to reprove in an easy way the
following· result.

Theorem 1 [CHEEGER-GROMov 86] If r contains an infinite nonnal amenable sub
group then b~2)(r) = 0 for all p.

Furtherm.ore, we prove the following results.

Theorem 2 If 1 -+ Ll -+ f -+ II -+ 1 is an eztension 01 infinite groups, Ll is finitely
generated, r finitely presented, and Z a subgroup 0/ 1l" J then

1) b~2)(f) =·0

2) deficiency(f) = max{g - r I < 81 ••• 8 g (R1 ••• Rg >= f} ~ 1

3) M closed oriented 4-manifold uiith 1l"1(M) = r => Isign(M)( ::; X(M).

Theorem 3 Let F he Thompson's group. Then b~2)(F) = 0 for all p.
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Residue formulae and lattice points in convex polytopes

MICHELE VERGNE (joint with Michel Brion)

9

Let D = {z E IRn I < Ui, z > +A; ~ 0, i = 1,2, ... , N} be a rational convex polytope,

with Ui E zn, Ai E Z.
Let P(h) = {z E IR'" < Ui,:J: > +hi 2: O}, and let :F = {('lI, 72,· .. , "YN) 111 E [O,I[}

and assume that

a) 1i'= 0 exeept for n indices tr, such that Ui. i E tr, are linearly independent,

b) E7.Ui E zn.

Then for any polynomial function VJ on IR"

This formula generalizes formulae of KHOVANSKII-PUKHLIKHOV and CAPPELL-SHA

NESON. Proofs are elementary, based on the generating partition function.

Riemann surfaces of infinite genus and solutions of the

KdV-equation

WERNER MÜLLER

We report on joint work with M. SCHMIDT and R. SCHRADER (FU Berlin). Since

the work of GARDNER, GREEN, KRUSKAL, NOVIKOV, ... it is well-known that the

integration of the KdV-equation u, = 6uuz - U zzz , u(z,O) =: q(z) is closely related

to the inverse spectral theory for the Sturm-Liouville operator H = -~ + q. In

particular, for finite gap potentials, the KdV-equation can be solved using Riemann

surfaces and the theory of the ßiemann theta-function. This has heen extended by

McKEAN and TRUBOWITZ to the case of periodie infinite gap potentials. The spectral

surfaces are then infinite genus hyperelliptic surfaces, and a great deal of the function

theory including the theory of the theta-functioDs can be extended to these surfaces.

We describe extensions of this theory by constructing renormalized theta functions

associated to a certain class of infinite genus hyperelliptic surfaces. Using these theta

functions we are able to construct new solutions of the KdV-equation which in some

cases are quasi-periodic.
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Intersection numbers on moduli spaces of vector bundles on
Riemann surfaces

LISA JEFFREY

If G = U(n), the space M of Hat G connections on aRiemann surface E has been
the subject of intense interest for the past thirty years in algebraic and symplecticgeometry as well as through its applications to topology. It appears in two additional
guises: in topology as the space of representations of the fundamental group of the
Riemann surface into G, and in algebraic geometry as the moduli space of semistable aholomorphic vector bundles of rank n (and degree 0) on E. Of associated interest are the ..spaces M{ß, cl) which appear in algebraic geometry as tbe moduli spaces of semistableholomorphic vector bundles of rank n, degree d and fixed determinant: if n and d are
coprime these spaces are smooth Kähler manifolds.

In a fundamental 1982 paper studying the Morse theory of tbe Yang-Mills functionaI, ATIYAH and BOTT found rormulas for the Betti numbers of the spaces M(n, d),
so that the characterization of the cohomology as a vector space is complete: its ring
structure (or equivalently the value of the intersection pairings in the cohomology ring)
has however remained obscure. In 1992, WITTEN used physical methods to find formu
las for these intersection pairings: bis work involved a two dimensional quantum field
theory for which the Lagrangian was the Yang-Mills functional.

In recent joint work with FRANCES KIRWAN, we have proved Witten's formulasusing methods from symplectic geometry (notably the technique of localization in equi
variant cohomology).

Gluing and moduli for some noncompact geometrie problems
RAFE MAZZEO

In this talk I described two seemingly different geometrie situations: the study of com-
plete, properly immersed minimal or constant mean curvature surfaces in R 3

, and of fsolutions of the singular Yamabe problem. In the past several years, new analytic tech- e. niques showed that solutions to these problems are much more flexible than previously
thought. Much of the talk was spent describing the singular Yamabe problem on the
sphere. Here one seeks ametrie 9 on sn which is conformal to the standard Hat metric)
and which is complete on the complement of a closed subset A C sn. I concentrated
on the case ,,~here A is a finite point set, in which cue it is known that solutions must
have positive scalar curvature. An analytic nondegeneracy condition for solutions is
described. Then there are three different results:
Theorem 1 (with D. POLLACK AND K. UHLENBECK): The moduli spa.ce 0/ solutions
with singularities at either a fized set A or at an arbitrary set 0/ Je points in sn is areal
analytic set 0/ virtual dimension k and k(n + 1), respectively. This virtual dimensionis attained for the 'unmarked' moduli 8pClce, and is also a,ttained for the solutions UJith
specified singular set, for generic A.
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Theorem 2 (with D. POLLACK AND K. UHLENBECK) (soft gIuing theorem): Given
any two nondegenerate eomplete mani/olds 0/ eonstant positive sealar eurvature (MI, gI)
and (M2 , 92)' there emts a eomplete metne 0/ eonstant positive sealar eUnJature on the
eonnected sum M1#M2 .

Theorem 3 (with F. PACARD) (hard gIuing theorem): Given any set A 0/ k points
in sn, k ~ 2, there emts a solution 0/ the singular Yamabe problem with singularities
and speeified asymptotic geometry at the points 0/ A.

There are analogous results for constant mean curvature surfaces, obtained jointly,
in various combinations, with KUSNER, POLLACK, PACARD and KAPOULEAS; the
corresponding results for minimal surfaces were obtained by LOPEZ and Ros, and
KAPOULEAS.

In all cases, the main point is a suitably detailed understanding of the linearization
of the scalar curvature (or mean curvature) operator. .

Berichterstatter: PD Dr. M. Lesch, Dr. M. Pflaum
I,.
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